
The connections to all your container needs.

CONTAINER CONNECTIONS PTE LTD
14 Tuas View Circuit, Singapore 639930

Tel: (65) 6862 9118
Website: www.containerconnections.com



About us
Container Connections Pte Ltd was established in 2004 

with the aim of becoming a leading depot in Singapore providing 

quality service and a facility for shipping lines, leasing lines and 

freight forwarders, etc.

Occupying 8 acres of land at the address of No. 14 Tuas View Circuit, 

Singapore 639930, the premises houses a state-of-the-art corporate 

headquarters with an extensive computer /LAN network, depot 

management system and office administration /finance system.

Our People & Our Resources
We boast a team of highly experienced, ICCL certified surveyors      

and repair teams capable of repairing a wide array of containers 

ranging from Dry Units and Refrigerated Containers to sea-worthy, 

cargo-worthy and even IICL5 standard. In total, we have

25 office staff and over 35 qualified repairers and supervisors,

all working together to ensure your container repair needs are 

well taken care of.

Our workshop is properly sheltered to ensure containers, especially 

reefers, are least exposed to direct rain and sunlight during 

repairs. It is also capable of handling a capacity of 20 TEUs of 

continuous repair for Dry Units and 12 PTI points for Reefer, while 

sufficient space in the workshop to accommodate a Container 

Stacker helps ensure speedier and smoother operations.

When it comes to our equipment, we insist on using the latest                   

automated wielding machine, steel bending and cutting machines, 

as well as materials that are compliant with shipping lines/leasing 

lines requirements. Proper drainage is also in place to ensure the 

proper disposal of wastes in accordance with all government 

rules and regulations.

Our depot spans 8 acres to allow 
a maximum capacity of up to 
8,500 TEUs (8-high stacking).

Established since 2004, Container Connections Pte Ltd 
is conveniently located at No. 14 Tuas View Circuit.

Our ISO tank cleaning and repair 
facility can clean and repair up to 

30 units of ISO tanks at a time.



Container Repair & Maintenance
Our ISO tank cleaning and repairing facility is capable of handling 

the clean-up and repair of up to 30 units of ISO tanks at any        

one time. Armed with extensive experience, our team of skilled 

workers can handle a wide array of tasks including minor to major 

ISO tank repairs, testing or modification of the bottom valves as 

well as the installation of additional walkways and handrails.

Cleaning
Using a state-of-the-art cleaning system (that includes chemical 

dosing and use of hot and cold water), coupled with our 

in-depth knowledge of cleaning SBC tanks, testing of gas tanks 

and refurbishment of ISO tanks, we possess the necessary 

equipment and know-how to keep your containers looking like 

new. Having our very own fully automatic water treatment plant 

also allows us to handle both oil-based and chemical cargos. 

Our Container Stacking Yard
Spanning 8 acres of land, our container stacking yard is well 

equipped with 6 units of Container Stacker (with up to 8-high 

stacking capacity) and 2 units of 10-tonne rated container forklifts. 

The surface of the yard is covered with hard concrete to keep 

containers in sound condition during their stay in our depot. 

Our Depot Management System
Our depot's maximum capacity can reach up to 8,500 Teus 

(8-highstacking) and all stackings are arranged according to

our Depot Management System to provide for smoother

pick-ups and drop-offs.

We guarantee that your containers 
remain in top condition during their 
stay in our depot.

Our certified workers can handle both minor 
and major repairs of ISO tanks, as well as 
perform modifications and installations.



Our customers at present are:

Rest assured that we will be taking care of all your needs in
depot services and repair needs and will pledge our commitment

to provide the best services ever possible in the market. 

Waste Water Treatment
Given today’s increasing importance to be environmentally 

responsible, we have incorporated a fully automated water 

treatment system on our premises to treat waste water and 

prevent the release of harmful agents generated during the 

cleaning process. You can enjoy peace of mind knowing that 

your containers and the environment are in good hands when 

they are in our care.

Having our very own fully automated, waste water 
treatment plant enables us to handle oil base and 
chemical cargos.
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